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Abstract
This article is a revised note of the lecture presented by the authors to "The XXth
National Symposium on Finsler Geometry" held at Kagoshima, with Romanian and Korean
participants, during July 29 ‑ August 1, 1985. We discuss generalized Lagrange metrics,
and especially consider the problem of existence and arbitrariness of Finsler connections
compatible with a pair of such metrics.

A generalized Lagrange metric is a generalized Finsler metric (cf. Miron [10] , Hashi‑
guchi l6】) which is not necessarily assumed to be positively homogeneous, and the geometry
based on such metrics is a generalization of the geometry based on Lagrangians which was

named Lagrange Geometry by Kern 【8卜Generalized Lagrange metrics and their applications
have been treated in Miron 【11】 in detail, which was also presented at this Symposium.
This research is in line with Einstein l3トEisenhart 【4] , Ghinea 【5トMiron‑Atanasiu
【12】 , Ikeda 【7】 and Atanasiu‑Hashiguchi‑Miron l1, 21 , etc. Since the trea血ent proceeds in
the same way as in our previous paper [21 , proofs are omitted. As to the terminology and
notaions we use also those in [2] , which are essentially based on Matsumoto [9].

1. Generalized Lagrange metrics and Lagrange connections
Let M be an n‑dimensional differentiate manifold, and x‑(xl) and y‑(yl) denote a
●

point of M and a supporting element respectively. We put ∂戸∂/∂x8, ∂i‑∂/∂y8.
A Finsler tensor field gu(x, y) of type (0,2) in M is called a generalized Lagrange
metric if it is symmetric and non‑degenerate:

1.1)

8ij‑&jii

(1.2)

det (gtJ)キ0.

Especially, a generalized Lagrange metric gtJ(x, y) is called a Lagrange metric if there

exists a Finsler function L(x, y) in M such that gij‑(∂診jL)I2.
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A generalized Lagrange metric guix. y) is called a generalized Finsler metric, if it is
positively homogeneous of degree 0:
1.3

g̀Ax,Xy)‑gij(x, y) ior入>0.

Especially, a Lagrange metric gij‑(didjL)l2 is called a Finsler metric, if L is given by
L‑F2, where F{x, y) is positively homogeneous of degree 1.
For uniformity of the terms we shall call a Finsler connection in the sense of
Matsumoto 【91 a Lagrange connection, if it is not necessarily assumed to be positively
homogeneous, and when we use the term "a Finsler connection , we assume it is positive‑

ly homogeneous, that is, the coefficients N¥, F/k, C/k satisfy the conditions
Nl,lx,¥y)‑入N¥{x, y), F/,lx,xy)‑Fjlk(x, y), Cjlk(x,Xy)‑A‑1CjlK(x, y) for A>0.
We shall express a Lagrange connection

エ1 in terms of its coefficients as

Lr^Nl*, FA, Cji*). A Lagrange connection having a fixed non‑linear connection N
is also denoted by LJT(iV)‑(FA, C/k). And the respective h‑ and t;‑covariant dif‑
ferentiations are denoted by short and long bars, e.g., giJsh9

gw￨* (with respect to LF),

gwkf gtAk (with respect to LF), etc.
Given a generalized Lagrange metric gu, a Lagrange connection Li is called metri‑
cal, if it satisfies

(1.4)

sw‑0,

gォ*‑O.

For a generalized Lagrange metric gu, we have so‑called Obata's operators:
1.5

A｣‑(#皇Sj‑gsjg'12, A%‑(9皇Sj+gsjgir)l2,
1

2

where (tJ)‑{gij) ¥ Then we have
0

0

0

Theorem 1.1. Let Lr{N)‑(FJIJz, CA) be a fixed Lagrange connection. For a general‑
ized Lagrange metric gu, we define Finsler tensorfields Uj¥, US* by
(1.6)

UA‑

‑g汁grj‑j2,

Uj¥=‑g汁gJ*/2.

Then a Lagranヂe connection Lr(N)‑(Fjlk, Cj㌔) is metrical, if and only if the difference
tensorfields Bj¥, Dj¥ given by
0

1.7

0

Fj¥‑Fj¥‑J3A,

C/fc‑

C/k‑Dj¥

are solutions of the equations
Aird s jji Airn s

(1.8

2

77 i

2

●

The above equations have solutions, and their general forms are given by
0

0

Theorem 1.2. Let Lr(N)‑{Fjlk9

0

C/*) be a fixed Lagrange connection. For a general‑

ized Lagrange metric gu, there exists a metrical Lagrange connection LjT(JV)‑(FA, CA)

Lagrange connections compatible with a pair of generalized Lagrange metrics

and the set of all such connections is given by

0
Fj¥‑Fjlた+girgrJ‑j2+A慧Xs
rki
l

(1.9

00
C/k‑CA+giTgrsa/2+A%Yr¥,
l

where Xj¥, Yj¥ are arbitrary Finsler tensorfields.

2. Lagrange connections compatible with a pair of generalized Lagrange metrics
Let gu and au be two given generalized Lagrange metrics. A Lagrange connection is
called compatible with the pair (gM, aw), if it is metrical with respect to both gu and au :
(2.1)

sw‑0,

gォ*‑0,

aim‑0,

au¥k‑O.

The results of Ghinea [ 5 ] about Finsler connections compatible with a pair of meL
●

rical or almost symplectical structures still hold for the pair of generalized Lagrange

metrics. We define Obata's operators by (1.5) and
2.2

0｣‑(*皇K‑asJair)12, os‑(*皇K+asJatr)12,
1

2

where {alJ)‑{au) ¥ Then we have
0

0

0

Theorem 2.1. Let Lr{N)‑(FjlK, CA) be a fixed Lagrange connection. For a pair of
generalized Lagrange metrics gij9

町by (1.6) and
(2.3)

Then

a

Lagrange

au we define Finsler tensor fields Uj¥, U'/*, Vj¥,

V/k= ‑ atrarj‑j2, Vj¥‑ ‑ airaM2.

connection

Lr{N)‑(Fj¥9

C/た)

is

compatible

with

the

pair

(gu,

cLu),

if

and only if the difference tensorfields Bj¥y Dj¥ given by (1.7) are solutions of the equa‑
tions (1.8) and
2.4

O'zBSた‑

v/*

Oirpi

2

sた‑

v/k.

2

It is terribly complicated to solve the above equations, as a proverb says HIf you

run after two hares, you will catch neither. We shall show the case the equations have
solutions. A pair of two generalized Lagrange metrics gu, au is called natural, if there
exists a non‑vanishing Finsler function ju(x, y) such that
(2. 5

girgjSaT&‑ uatJ,
●

or equivalently, if the commutativities

(2.6)
hold. Then we have

A%0芸竿‑ou諾(α, β‑1, 2)
T^^vi^^^^ViJ

阿
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Proposition 2.1. All the commutativities (2.6) hold if any one of them holds.
Proposition2.2.Let¥gijyaw)beanaturalpairofgeneralizedLagrangemetrics.Ifthere
existsaLagrangeconnectionc仰ゆatiblewiththepair,thefunctionjuin(2.5)isconstant.

Proposition2.3.LetgubeageneralizedLagrangemetric.Thereexistsageneralized
Lagrangemetricausuchthatthepair{gu,atj)isnaturalbyaconstant/u‑ec2(e‑±1,
c>o),ifandonlyifthereexistsaFinslertensorfieldFljoftype(1,1)satisfying
(2.7)eFirFrJ‑dt
J,egrsFrtFaj‑g,U>
ThecorrespondencebetweenFljandauinProposition2.3isgivenby
(2.8)F^cfarj*atJ‑g汁FrjC.
UsingProposition2.3wecanshowthatforanaturalpairwithaconstant/JキOthe
equations(1.8),(2.4)havesolutions,andtheirgeneralformsaregivenby
000
Theorem2.2.LetLr{N)‑{Fj¥,CA)beafixedLagrangeconnection.Foranatural
pairwithaconstantjuキOofgeneralizedLagrangemetricsgijyaijythereexistsaLagrange
connectionLr{N)‑{Fj¥,C/*)compatiblewiththepairandthesetofallsuchconnections
isgivenby
0

FA‑ F/k+(g汁gr/ix+AZa*tatroj2+ A%0完竿Y n
l

^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

∩

2.9
0

0

0

CSた‑ CA+(g*rgォL+A'sWaけhJ/2+AiSO完㌢
H

il

m fc>

1

whereXj¥, Yj¥ are arbitrary Finsler tensor fields.

3. The case of a generalized Lagrange metric with an additional structure
The previous results for a pair of generalized Lagrange metrics gij9

au are gener‑

alized to the case au is degenerate. A differentiable manifold M endowed with a general‑
lzed Lagrange metric gu is called a generalized Lagrange space. Let a generalized Lag‑
range space (〟, g￡j) admit a symmetric (or alternate) and degenerate Finsler tensor
field au:
3.1

Q>u‑ TaM,

(3.2)
where r‑±

rank (au)‑n‑k,
and k is an integer and O<A:<n. Then (Af, gu) is called to hav卓an

additional structure of index k. The case of a generalized Lagrange metric au is contained
in the following discussions as the exceptional case k‑0.

The results of our previous paper [2] about a generalized Finsler space (M, gu)

Lagrange connections compatible with a pair of generalized Lagrange metrics

with an alternate additional strucure au still hold for the case with a symmetric one au.
The matrix (gv) has the inverse (gJ ), but the matrix (a^) is not regular. So we shall
construct some matrix (a ), which plays the role similar to the inverse matrix. If {gu) is
positive‑definite, then on each local chart there are exaktly k independent Finsler vector
fields

Sと(a‑l,

,k)

(3.3)

with

the

properties

aォ｣i‑O, gu｣措‑Sab (a, 6‑1,

,*).

If ¥Sw is not positive‑definite, we assume that there exist such vector fields島Then we
define local Finsler covector fieldsり㌢ (a‑l,

3.4

,｣) by

り㌢‑gtJ$l
If we define local Finsler tensor fields llj and mlj by

3.5

/ァi‑∑&v%
α

mlj‑aト

j*

then llj and mlj are independent on the choice of fとand globally defined as the respec‑

tive projectors on the kernel K of the mapping au : ｣J ‑ auJJ and the orthoganal H
to K with respect to gu. Then a global Finsler tensor field a is uniquely determined
from {gtj, au) by
(3. 6)

a,iJaJ'c‑ m'ci,

lljaJk‑O.

A Lagrange connection of a generalized Lagrange space (M, gu) with an additional
structure au is called compatible with the pair {gij9

atJ), if it satisfies (2.1). Then the

condition that a Lagrange connection LF is compatible with the pair {gu, cLu) is given
′ヽ′

by

Theorem

2.1,

if

we

define

Vj¥,

●

V/たby

VA‑ ‑(airarjO<K+3llslsj%‑ VfM
3.7

FA‑‑(airar,U+3V,アー*M*)/2,
andObata'soperatorsOl
srj(α‑1,2)by
α

05‑(*皇3トOとr,‑ Z's<5¥r+3/yr,‑ as,a汁)/2,
1

3.8
O｣‑(tfとK+ SとIrj+ Z^;‑3/yr,+ asjair)12,
2

and impose on the Bj¥ and Dj¥ the additional conditions :
0

I i&sjBrk‑

I i&ryiki I iQ>sjDrk‑

I iQ>rj¥k)

3.9
0
7*vnrRsJiisoJi/mrt¥sjiis¥
Isiilj&rk‑‑l>sl>j¥k*IsilljJJrft‑‑‑Isij¥k*

If we define the naturality of a pair (gu, au) by (2.5) , or equivalently (2.6)
where 0% are defined by (3.8), then Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 still hold. Corresponding
α

to Proposition 2.3, the condition that a generalized Lagrange space (〟, g̀#) admits an
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additional structure au of index k such that the pair ¥guf aw) is natural by a constant
ju‑sc2 (e‑アl, c>0) is given by the existence of a Finsler tensor field Flj of type

(1,1), k Finsler vector fields島(0‑1, ‑,k) and k Finsler covector fieldsが(a‑l,
, k) satisfying

eF'rF^郎‑Eとvj, rtgrsFriFsi‑gtJ‑∑り㌢*?.
α

(3.10
り?f¥‑O,

fi,｣'ォ‑O,

T>?n‑n

The existence and arbitrariness of Lagrange connections compatible with a natural
pair (gtj, av) with a constant aキO Ois given by Theorem 2.2, if we replace the respec‑
tive terms O完竿and astatr‑K, astatr¥ft in (2.9) by O完竿of (3.8) and asW?*+3rt/V?た
1

75o

nstn

o

o

o

1

た+3/VVIた‑Ilr¥ft.
●

●

Lastly, it is noted whether the naturahty is necessary in order that the system of

equations (1.8) , (2.4) , (3.9) with unknowns 23/*, D/k has a solution is an open
problem.
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